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The Operative Plasterers' and Cement Masons' International Association, also known as the 

OPCMIA, represents the members of one of the world's oldest and most noble crafts. The 

Union's 56,000 members are the proud carriers of a tradition that predates the Pharaohs 

pyramids. As early as man was building shelter for himself, there was plastering - first with 

mud or clay and later with a lime mixture much like that used today. 

 

As society grew and man undertook projects to control and improves his surrounding, cement 

masons became a vitally important part of the community. Bridges, canals, dams, reservoirs 

and many other engineering feats would be impossible without the skills of OPCMIA cement 

masons. Together with the plasterers and fellow building tradesmen, they have played a key 

role in shaping the world that surrounds us. 

 

Recognizing the importance of the skills possessed by plasterers, several nations allowed them 

to set up union-like craft organizations as early as the year 1501. In that year England's Henry 

VII granted the plasterers of that nation a charter to organize a guild with the central purpose 

of maintaining quality standards for craftsmanship and materials. Indeed, the charter gave 

officials of the guild the right to inspect all plastering jobs and to levy fines for sloppy work or 

use of cheap materials. To this day members of the OPCMIA are still concerned with quality 

control on the job. 

 

The craftsmanship standards of the European artisans were brought to America by immigrant 

plasterers of the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries before the United States was founded. These 

first American tradesmen have as their monument the beautiful colonial homes they decorated 

with elegance. 

 

As their numbers increased in the New World, the plasterers began to organize groups similar 

to the European guilds. These groups were generally organized by nationality. In New York, 

for example, there may have been a local union for English plasterers, a local union for Irish 

plasterers and one for Italian plasterers. The system was not the result of any intended 

discrimination or snobbery, but rather a way of doing things as they had always been done in 

the "Old Country." In some ways these new American groups were looked upon as extensions 

of the European guilds. There is evidence that a union card earned in Ireland, for example, 

could serve as a form of instant recognition for a plasterer seeking to join a local in his new 

country. 

 

Evidence indicates that the main function of the American locals, as the 1800's opened, was to 

ensure quality of craftsmanship. Each local sought to guarantee that the plasterers in its 

jurisdiction were properly trained and that they upheld the standards of the craft throughout 

their careers. 

 



By the early 1830's plasterers' locals were located in many of the nation's cities. However, a 

depression caused by the panic of 1837 wrought havoc in the construction industry and forced 

the dissolution of many of the fledgling organizations. By the 1850's there had been a 

substantial recovery and plasterers' locals made a comeback. 

 

About this time great technical and economic changes were beginning to have an effect on the 

activities of the local unions. Thanks to inventions such as the steamboat and the train, 

America was becoming more mobile, and the nation was moving in a westerly direction. 

 

With the new mobility the plasterers union began to feel threatened. They were organized to 

work on a local level but they were running into problems beyond their scope and jurisdiction. 

For example, it was becoming common for a plasterer who belonged to one local to accept 

work in another area. This usually resulted in the worker being required to pay dues to two 

locals, his home union and the local which had jurisdiction over his temporary workplace. On 

other occasions apprentices would run away from their programs before completion and 

would present themselves to employers or other locals as full-fledged journeymen. And while 

there was a great deal of cooperation among locals, all too often such deceits were effective, 

thereby undermining the quality of the craft and weakening the locals. 

 

Although a fire destroyed most records of the union's early history, making exact dates 

impossible to document, it is believed that the problems faced by the locals brought them 

together just before the Civil War in a group known as the National Plasterer s Union (in some 

accounts it is referred to as the National Plasterers Organization). Before the group really had 

a chance to prove itself, however, it was overwhelmed by the war. 

 

In 1864, with the war still in progress, the organization was revitalized. Its purpose was to 

regulate, standardize and promulgate the different scales of wages and working conditions. to 

establish a traveling card system, to institute apprentice training and regulations on a standard 

basis and to acquaint local unions with the names of unworthy members who had to be 

disciplined or otherwise penalized as well as the names of incompetent applicants for 

membership. 

 

Nine years after its revival, a major depression again ravaged the construction industry and 

forced the disintegration of the organization. While the national union was inoperative, the 

local unions continued to provide services to members. A report on trade unions attached to 

the 1880 census makes no mention of a national plasterers' union but does refer to 17 local 

unions then in existence. During this period, these local unions maintained contact, leading to 

an incident that led to the rebirth of the national union. 

 

In early 1882 the Cincinnati local union went on strike for higher wages and, after a sixteen-

week standoff, the union achieved its demands. During the course of the walkout, the 

Cincinnati local had requested financial aid from the other plasterers' locale. Various local 

leaders responded generously to the appeal, and in the process of uniting behind their brothers 



in Cincinnati, began to discuss the idea of reviving their national group. It was agreed that 

representatives of the locals would meet in St. Louis in September 1882. 

 

 

The result of this landmark gathering was the rebirth of the national organization. While 

sources on this convention are scarce, some important results of the meeting are known. It was 

at this convention that the name Operative Plasterers National Union was adopted. We also 

know that Michael Mulvihill of Cincinnati was elected as the union's first president and that 

Mr. J. J. Kennedy of Cleveland was elected secretary. The new secretary was directed to 

contact each Plasterers local union and urge immediate affiliation. 

 

Eighteen delegates came to Cincinnati for the union's second annual convention in July of 

1883. At the convention new officers were elected including James W. Smith of Philadelphia 

as president. Records of per capita taxes paid reveal the following composition of the unions: 

 

Total membership came to 1,647. So when the per capita tax was collected from each local 

union at the rate of 1¢ per member the union coffers held the princely sum of $164. 70. 

 

It was also agreed at the 1883 convention that copies of the union's constitution should be 

provided to each member and that a traveling card should be developed. 

 

Two resolutions that would become important parts of the union's legacy were also adopted. 

The first dedicated the national union to the concept of the eight-hour clay, the second 

encouraged local unions to do everything in their power to "honorably avoid" unnecessary 

strikes. 

 

In the early part of 1885 the local plasterers union of Toronto applied for affiliation, but as the 

constitution of the national union provided for jurisdiction only over the United States, the 

application was denied. At the 1887 convention, however, the constitution was amended to 

include Canadian affiliation and the name of the union was officially changed to Operative 

Plasterers' International Union (OPIU) of the United States and Canada. 

 

The large amount of work involved in building the young union and the need for close 

communication initially made it necessary to hold a convention every year. In 1889, with the 

maturing process underway, it was decided that the union no longer needed to meet in 

convention every year and that henceforth a convention would be held every two years. 

 

By the decade known as the "Gay Nineties," the OPIU had made dramatic progress on behalf 

of its members. By 1898, the eight-hour day had been established in the plastering industry, 

and recognition of the Saturday half-holiday had generally been achieved. Additionally, the 

union dealt successfully with jurisdictional disputes that arose with the rival National Union 

of Bricklayers. During the period of the late 1800's the two unions operated under an 

agreement, which allowed dual memberships and recognized the interchangeability of 



traveling cards. The two unions followed this agreement until the eve of World War I. 

 

When the fickle economy again dipped into depression in the 1890's, it threw millions of 

workers into unemployment lines, hitting the construction industry particularly hard. The 

OPIU was badly hurt, along with other construction unions. But at the turn of the century the 

economy improved, and there was a sustained growth for the OPIU. A membership of 6,000 

in 1900 doubled before 1910 and redoubled before 1920. 

 

The early 1900's brought many innovations in union activities. In 1907, with the publication 

of "The Plasterers," OPIU began a tradition of labor press excellence that continues to this 

day. In 1908 OPIU was one of the building trades unions affiliating with the American 

Federation of Labor as part of the newly formed Building Trades Department. 

 

In 1914, in recognition of the growing number of cement workers who had come into the 

union, the name of the group was officially changed to Operative Plasterers' and Cement 

Finishers' International Association. In July of 1915 an agreement was reached with the 

United Brotherhood of Cement Workers which provided that the Cement Finishers who made 

up that union would be admitted to the OPCFIA. 

 

Through this process of merger, organizing activity and growth in the construction industry 

the Operative Plasterers' and Cement Finishers' International Association continued to grow. 

By the eve of the Great Depression in 1930 the union had a membership of nearly 40,000. 

 

Immediately following World War I, outbreaks in jurisdictional disputes with the Bricklayers' 

union made it a turbulent era for OPCFIA. The early agreement with the Bricklayers' union 

had helped to avoid jurisdictional contests between the two closely allied trades. The 

agreement was nearly abandoned by the start of the firstWorld War, but relations between the 

two groups were maintained through ongoing discussions and modifications to the existing 

agreements. In the 1920's however, tensions increased as new building materials were 

introduced that were not covered in jurisdictional understandings, and as the Plasterers' union 

added Cement Workers to its ranks. 

 

In the first years of the "Roaring Twenties," jurisdictional disputes broke out in several large 

cities over the setting of artificial stone, a material which was making its first appearance on 

the building scene. In discussions that eventually required the intervention of AF of L 

President William Green, the Bricklayers complained that the OPCFIA was unfairly 

attempting to organize workers who traditionally had come under the jurisdiction of the 

National Bricklayers Union. The sometimes bitter dispute went on for several years and was 

finally resolved in March of 1927 at a meeting between the Executive Board members of both 

unions. At this meeting Executive Board members also agreed to reinstitute the 

interchangeable traveling card, and while some minor conflicts continued until the end of the 

decade, the situation between the unions was much improved. 

 



Along with other construction unions, the Operative Plasterers' and Cement Finishers' 

International Association suffered a severe blow with the Great Depression of the 1930's. 

Unemployment in the building trades soared. In the OPCFIA, membership plummeted by the 

mid-thirties to some 20,000, half the level of 1930. 

 

Despite the tremendous obstacles created by a failing economy, the OPCFIA continued to 

move forward. Responding to the increasingly important role that the federal government was 

beginning to have in its members' affairs, the union opened a Washington office in the late 

thirties. Then the Depression began to ease and the nation began a program of preparedness. 

With the threat of world war, OPCFIA membership began to increase. The upward trend 

continued right into the 1950's. 

 

America went to war in 1941 and members of the Operative Plasterers' and Cement Finishers' 

International Association served the cause in a number of ways from completing defense 

projects well ahead of schedule to volunteering for the often hazardous duty of the Navy's 

Construction Battalions or "Seabees." Even before the United States became involved in the 

war, Canadian OPCFIA members were serving their country in its war efforts. As in the U.S., 

Canadian building tradesmen answered their nation's call with complete dedication. 

 

During the war the union called off its biennial conventions at the request of the government 

authorities responsible for the nation's transportation systems. The union resumed its 

convention schedule in 1946 with a gathering in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

 

As World War II came to a close, one of OPCFIA's chief concerns was maintaining 

construction quality that can only be provided by skilled craftsmen. The thousands of men 

returning from the service and anxious to get into jobs in an industry converting to civilian 

production were a threat to this quality. Construction boomed with the peacetime conversion, 

but in the eyes of experienced building craftsmen who made up the OPCFIA, too many 

corners were being cut in the rush to build. 

 

Responding to the quality issue, the union established the National Foundation for Lathing 

and Plastering in 1945 to stem the movement toward inferior materials. The Foundation, a 

joint Lathers' union industry program, spread the message to architects, engineers, contractors, 

public officials and the public: plaster is a superior material for which there is no quality 

substitute. 

 

As the nation adjusted to the post-war environment and the economy began to build up steam, 

the demand accelerated for the Cement Finishers represented by the OPCFIA. Highways, 

bridges, hospitals and school buildings were desperately needed, along with a multitude of 

other projects involving concrete work. With the construction activity, union membership had 

climbed to 62,772 by 1953, with 42 percent of the members working in the concrete 

construction industry. Reflecting the fact that its members did more than finish cement, the 

union changed its name in 1951 to the Operative Plasterers' and Cement Masons' International 



Association. 

 

As part of its long-standing tradition of pursuit of excellence, the OP&CIA, in the post-war 

era, began to establish apprenticeship to assure a constant supply of highly skilled craftsmen. 

Just as OP&CIA advocated use of quality materials, it also demanded quality Plasterers and 

Cement Finishers who were properly trained in the craft. In 1946 the union joined with the 

Contracting Plasterers' International Association and the Associated General Contractors to 

establish the National Apprentice Training Standards. Through this program the union was 

able to guarantee a steady flow of qualified Plasterers and Cement Finishers to an ever-

expanding construction industry. Working closely with the Veterans' Administration, the 

union indentured a large number of returning servicemen into apprenticeship programs. In 

order to increase the number of veterans, who would be eligible, the union waived the usual 

age requirements. 

 

That period was also a time of personal loss to the union. John H. Donlin, who had given over 

50 years to the union, passed away. Donlin, a close friend of Samuel Gompers, had been 

urged to join the labor movement by the founder of the American Federation of Labor. In 

1899 Mr. Donlin joined Plasterers' Local 5 in Chicago as a charter member. After holding 

every office in his home local, he was elected president of the International. Recognizing the 

same leadership abilities that Gompers had seen in John Donlin, the Building Trades 

Department elected him president in 1916. After leading the Department through the critical 

World War I and post-war era, Mr. Donlin left the Building Trades to resume his service to 

the OP&CIA where he served as editor of the Plasterer, the union's official publication. 

Donlin held the position of editor-in chief of the magazine until his death. 

 

During the 1950's the union found itself dealing with challenges familiar to every building 

trades union. As the economy expanded with its constantly increasing demands on 

construction, the union fought hard to maintain the high quality of materials and high levels of 

craftsmanship in the industry. It worked with equal perseverance to ensure that its members 

earned fair wages and to build the membership through organizing. 

 

More and more, the OPCMIA was drawn toward the nation's capital in its efforts to preserve 

and expand on programs for its members. This required closer proximity to the federal 

government where many of the policies affecting unions were being formulated. The 

Washington office opened in the late thirties ~ as no longer sufficient. In 1960 the OPCMIA 

moved its headquarters from Cleveland, Ohio to Washington, D.C. In its new location the 

union was even better prepared to face the challenges of the new decade. 

 

As the 1900's began, cement masons proved as critical to peacetime defense projects as they 

were to the war periods. Across the country skilled craftsmen constructed the silos for 

intercontinental missiles designed to deter the threats of war. In accordance with a request 

from President Kennedy, cement masons joined other building tradesmen in a no-strike pledge 

covering crucial defense projects. 



 

As the decade of the 1900's got underway, the OPCMIA was caught up in the spirit of change. 

Re-evaluation and reform were the order of the day in American society. Along with other 

organizations of the labor movement, the union used its considerable political and economic 

influence to help bring about the reforms called by great leaders such as John F. Kennedy, 

Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King, Jr. The union wholeheartedly supported passage of 

the landmark Civil Rights Act of 1964, which set the nation down the road to true equality for 

every citizen regardless of race. The OPCMIA also sought passage of the Great Society 

legislation proposed by President Johnson in order to free thousands of Americans from the 

cycle of poverty. 

 

In addition to fighting for legislation to improve the lives of minority citizens, the union 

joined with other building trades unions in an effort to increase minority employment in the 

construction crafts through apprenticeship training. Young blacks and Hispanics were brought 

into the apprentice programs, opening the doors to jobs on construction sites across the nation. 

 

But even as the union struggled to help solve society's problems, it faced threats to its own 

existence. Jurisdictional disputes continued to plague the industry. Innovations in building 

materials and techniques led to intense competition among tradesmen over who should 

rightfully handle the new work. While leaders of the OPCMIA were determined to fight 

vigorously to protect the work of their members, they were generally able to settle the 

disputes constructively through conference and negotiation with other groups involved in the 

disagreement. 

 

During the turbulent sixties the economy had been in a tremendous boom - many observers 

even refer to the prosperous economic activity of the decade as the go-go,' years. That strong 

rate of growth slowed considerably as the 1970's began. The U.S. economy, increasingly 

strained by international competition, suffered a severe shock when the Organization of 

Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) imposed an oil embargo, driving up prices and 

fueling inflation. At the same time unemployment persisted at high levels. The resulting 

"stagflation" baffled economic experts and cost thousands of workers dearly. 

 

Again the OPCMIA found itself battling on behalf of its members as employment in the 

construction industry fell and as anti-union forces made the most of the poor economic 

conditions to try to weaken the labor movement. Indeed, as the '70's progressed, anti-union 

groups seemed to grow in strength. Through the use of sophisticated communications devices, 

anti-worker groups spread their distorted view of organized labor and solicited aid for their 

cause. 

 

To respond to this growing challenge and to strengthen an already functioning political 

education program, the OPCMIA established the Plasterers' and Cement Masons' Action 

Committee, "PACMAC." Through PACMAC, OPCMIA members make voluntary 

contributions in support of political candidates and causes that further the aims of the union 



and society in general. In PACMAC's short history, thousands of members have made 

voluntary donations, realizing that their union gives them an effective voice in these unsettled 

times. 

 

The establishment of PACMAC is just one example of the active, decisive role the Operative 

Plasterers' and Cement Masons' International Association continues to play on behalf of its 

members. Over a hundred and forty-nine years after that first gathering of concerned 

craftsmen, this union continues to live by the principles upon which it was founded and which 

will continue to be its strength in the coming decades. As it has for over a century, this union 

proves there is strength in unity. 


